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Contents. Owner's Manual for. Online Edition for Part no. Chapters Table of Contents 5
Instrument Cluster Page 3 Also use the Integrated Owner's Manual in your vehicle. The manual
also contains information designed to enhance operating reliability and road safety, and to
contribute to maintaining the value of your BMW. Box , Westwood, New Jersey , Telephone
Page 9 Online Edition for Part no. Page 10 Online Edition for Part no. Page At A Glance At a
glance These overviews of buttons, switches and displays are intended to familiarize you with
your vehicle. You will also become quickly acquainted with the available control concepts and
options. Page 16 Instrument cluster, electronic displays Symbols and messages, e. Page
Operating Concept Move in four directions. All iDrive functions can be called up via the main
menu. Selecting menu items Menu items shown in white can be selected. Turn the controller
until the desired menu item is highlighted. Page Setting The Clock White arrows pointing to the
left or right indicate Turn the controller until the desired setting that additional panels can be
opened. View of an opened menu When a menu is opened, it generally opens with the panel that
was last selected in that menu. Page 23 Press the controller or select "Split screen Symbol
Meaning content". Select the desired menu item. Switch on the Entertainment sound output if
necessary. Notes on Emergency Requests Press the button on the steering wheel. Press the
desired button for more "Display Owner's Manual" than 2 seconds. Opening when a Check
Control Executing message is displayed Press the button. Page 29 Online Edition for Part no.
Page 30 Online Edition for Part no. Page Controls Controls This chapter is intended to provide
you with information that will give you complete control of your vehicle. All features and
accessories that are useful for driving and your safety, comfort and convenience are described
here. Page 34 Open "Options". The central locking system becomes active when the driver's
door is closed. The driver's seat, exterior mirror, and steering wheel positions selected last are
stored for the The large tailgate opens automatically. Operation is governed the key to avoid
damaging the paintwork and the by the following: key. It is closed automatically. The small and
large tailgates are locked. Slide the switch into the arrow 1 position. This secures the tailgate
and disconnects it from the central locking system. The hazard warning system flashes once.
Tilt alarm sensor The tilt of the vehicle is monitored. The alarm system responds in situations
such as attempts to steal a wheel or tow the car. Page 47 Rear door controls Tilting the glass
sunroof Push switch upward briefly. Page Lumbar Support Seat tilt. Backrest tilt. Change the
width of the backrest using the side wings to adjust the lateral support. Turn the controller to

set the temperature Press the button. The LED lights up. Maintain pressure on the button until
the system Head restraint. The maximum temperature is reached when three LEDs are lit. Page
Active Seat Ventilation Select the required seat. Although airbags enhance safety by providing
added protection, they are not a substitute for safety belts. Page Front Head Restraints Damage
to safety belts on the head restraints. Have the safety belts, including the safety belt Otherwise,
the protective function of the active Page Exterior Mirrors Rear Press and hold the desired
button 1 or 2 until the adjustment procedure is completed. Calling up of a seat position
deactivated After a brief period, the calling up of stored seat positions is deactivated to save
battery power. To change over to the other mirror: Fold in the mirror in a car wash Slide the
mirror changeover switch. Seat, mirror, and steering wheel memory, refer For proper operation:
to page Guide the upper retaining strap between the supports of the head restraint. Attach the
hooks of the retaining strap to the mounting eyes. Page While Driving Set the parking brake and
further secure Secure the vehicle in a manner appropriate to the vehicle as required the
inclination of the road, e. It may take several seconds for the brake to be put into operation. Any
sounds associated with this are normal. Page 70 The indicator lamp switches from green The
indicator lamp lights up in green. Step on the accelerator pedal to drive Lower lamp: indicator
lamp in Canadian off. Before driving away: The indicator lamp goes out. Only add washer fluid
when the engine is cool, and then close the cover completely to Fold-out position of the wipers
avoid contact between the washer fluid and hot Required when changing the wiper blades or
engine parts. P Park Select only when the vehicle is stationary. The drive wheels are blocked.
DS is displayed in the instrument cluster. The vehicle inclination may cause the display to vary.
Page Instrument Cluster Selection lists in the The bar display for the current fuel consumption
is displayed in the instrument cluster. Range Information is displayed on the info display of the
Displays the estimated cruising range available instrument cluster. Resetting values The time
must be correctly set. Page 81 Resetting the fuel consumption or Turn the controller until the
desired hours speed are displayed. The time is stored. Setting the time format "Settings" Page
Setting The Language The date format is stored. Page 84 message and the meaning of the
indicator and They are stored and can be displayed again warning lamps. Supplementary text
messages Displaying stored Check Control messages Addition information, such as on the
cause of a fault or the required action, can be called up via "Vehicle Info" Automatic headlamp
control Switch position : the low beams are switched on and off automatically, e. The indicator
lamp in the instrument cluster lights up. Page Tire Pressure Monitor Tpm Status display If the
message does not disappear after a repeat calibration, have the system checked as soon as The
current status of the Tire Pressure Monitor possible. TPM can be displayed on the Control
Display, e. Unobstructed area of movement Ensure that the area of movement of the "Vehicle
Info" Page 94 Continued driving with a flat tire come loose and cause an accident. Accordingly,
when the low tire pressure telltale illuminates, you should stop and check your tires as soon as
possible, and inflate them to the proper pressure. Driving on a significantly under-inflated tire
causes the tire to overheat and can lead to tire failure. System limits Personal responsibility The
system cannot serve as a substitute for the driver's personal judgment of the course of the road
and the traffic situation. In the event of a warning, do not jerk the steering wheel, as you may
lose control of the vehicle. When Control driving downhill, the vehicle reduces its speed to
approx. Comfort-oriented tuning of the shock absorbers for optimal traveling comfort. A Check
Control message is displayed. Vehicle handling may be altered and driving comfort may be
noticeably reduced. Dynamic Traction Control is switched on. The driver handles several of the
stabilization tasks. To do so, make the following settings: "Settings" "Control display" "Display
driving settings" Online Edition for Part no. Page Driving Comfort Press the button on the
steering wheel. Page The displays go out. The stored desired speed Adapting the desired speed
and distance are deleted. Page Reduce distance Rolling bars in the distance indicator mean that
the vehicle ahead of you has driven off. Press the button repeatedly until the desired distance is
set. Page requirements for operation are currently not The system was deactivated but applies
the met. Distance to vehicle ahead of you The vehicle symbol flashes red and an The selected
distance to the vehicle driving acoustic signal sounds: ahead of you is shown. Page
Unexpected lane change a vehicle at a red traffic light or at the end of traffic congestion. Page
Radar Sensor the bend of the curve. After the accelerator Compliance statement: pedal is
released, the system becomes active This device complies with part 15 of the FCC again and
independently controls the speed. The concept Adapting your speed and driving style The
system issues a two-phase warning of a The acute warning does not relieve the danger of
collision at speeds above approx. Prewarning sensitivity Instrument cluster If the prewarning
setting is too sensitive, there The vehicle lights up in red: prewarning The stored speed is
reached and maintained. Displays in the instrument cluster Measurement Measurements are
made by ultrasound sensors Page Low objects already displayed, e. Page Top View If the

backup camera image was selected last, it again appears on the display. Press the controller.
Press the button. With Top View switched on: "Contrast" This simplifies estimation of the
distance to the object shown. Activating the assistance functions More than one assistance
function can be active at the same time. Showing the parking aid lines "Parking aid lines" The
two camera lenses are located on the sides of the bumper. The image quality may be impaired
by dirt. Display on the Control Display Clean the lens, refer to page The traffic area to the left
and right is displayed on the Control Display. The image shows the heat radiated by objects in
the field of view of the camera. The settings are stored for the remote control currently in use.
Page Adjusting The Height Selecting displays in the Head-up Therefore, have the special
windshield replaced Display by a service center only. Setting the brightness The brightness is
automatically adjusted to the ambient light. Page Maximum Cooling Temperature The selected
air volume is shown on the display of the automatic climate control. Turn the wheel to set the
desired temperature. The air volume of the automatic climate control may be reduced
automatically to save battery power. Defrosting windows and removing The automatic climate
control achieves this condensation temperature as quickly as possible, if necessary Page
Switching on Thumbwheel, arrow 3, in level : the air is bundled and can be directed to a specific
Press any button. Page The selected air volume is shown on the display "Activate parked-car
vent. Switching on Press any button. You have approx. Press on the cover. Emptying Take out
the insert. Emptying Connecting electrical devices Sockets The lighter socket can be used as a
socket for electrical equipment while the engine is running or when the ignition is switched on.
Page Rear Center Console Rear center console Place your hands into the two recessed grips on
the bottom of the cover. Remove the cover. Push up the cover. The cover can be stowed in the
rear cargo area In the cargo area floor compartment, refer to page Page The cargo partition and
the rear backrest are wise, the head restraint and screen could be subdivided at a ratio of
40â€”20â€” You can also damaged. Press the button until the backrest is folded all the way
forward. Page Folding down the cargo partition Ensure that the lock is securely engaged When
folding back the backrest, be sure Danger of pinching that it locks in place securely. Page
Center Console Cupholders Folding down Notes Shatter-proof containers and no hot drinks Use
light and shatter-proof containers and do not transport hot drinks. Otherwise, there is the
increased danger of injury in an accident. Page Rear Compartment Storage compartments in the
floor Do not obstruct view When suspending clothing from the hooks, ensure that it will not
obstruct the driver's vision. Page Online Edition for Part no. Page Driving Tips Driving tips This
chapter provides you with information useful in dealing with specific driving and operating
modes. Page Things To Remember When Driving Things to remember when driving Breaking-in
period above have to be renewed in the course of the vehicle's operating life. General
information Moving parts need to be broken in to adjust to General driving notes each other.
The following instructions will help achieve a Closing the tailgate long vehicle life and good
economy. Avoid sudden acceleration and braking maneuvers. Page Have vehicles maintained
regularly to achieve optimal vehicle economy and operating life. Page Navigation Navigation
This chapter contains various examples of how the navigation system can guide you reliably to
your destination. Navigation data are stored in the vehicle and can be updated. Page Address
Book Select the numbers. Highlight the entry. Selecting an entry. Entering a street and
intersection Select "Street" Page checked as a destination, refer to "Store position as contact"
or "Add position page Select the type of address and enter the first and last name. Page Last
Destinations Last destinations Special destinations At a glance Opening the search for special
destinations The destinations previously entered are stored automatically. To select special
destinations, e. A connection is established to the Concierge service, refer to page Page
Destination Guidance Store the trip With the Professional navigation system: Open the last trip
Up to 30 trips can be stored in the trip list. If necessary, delete existing trips to be able to
"Navigation" store new trips. Page Bypassing a section of the route Select the symbol.
Calculate a new route for a route section. Page D. Page in the map using triangles or gray bars
along the The destination guidance system takes the calculated route. Page Entertainment
Entertainment The chapter helps assure your enjoyment when receiving radio and television
stations and playing CDs, DVDs and tracks from the music collection. Select the desired setting.
Page Radio Radio Controls Select the desired station. Change wave band Storing a station
Sound output "Radio" To select the frequency: turn the controller. It is usually at its best when
you have an unobstructed view The availability of the Weather Band and the of the sky. Page
Via direct channel entry Open "Options". Page Storing the league or team "Satellite radio"
Leagues or teams can be added to the favorites "Manage favorites" from a selection list. Page
Select one of the symbols to deactivate Traffic "Store station" Jump. Automatic update About
twice a year, Sirius performs an update of the channel names and positions. The update takes
place automatically and may take several minutes. Page Random Playback Selecting a track via

iDrive Displaying information on the track Audio CDs If information about a track has been
stored, it is displayed automatically: Select the desired track to begin playback. To select menu
items: move the controller and press it. To change to the video menu: turn the controller and
press it. Hold the button down. Select another compartment if necessary. Page Music Collection
only be used for private purposes. Copying of CD and music-related data from Gracenote, Inc.
Page Music Search "Storing Page Current playback Select the desired category. The list of
tracks that was generated last by the music search, or the album that was selected last. Open
"Options". Select the letters individually. To go up a level in the directory: move the controller to
the left. Deleting an album An album cannot be deleted while a track from Random playback
They can be operated via iDrive. The sound is output on the vehicle loudspeakers. Page Usb
Audio Interface Connect using a flexible adapter cable. Page all results that contain that
sequence are Open "Options". Page Bluetooth Audio Depending on the configuration of the
audio confirmation or visibility; refer to the device files, e. Page Enter the passkey and confirm.
Select the desired device from the list of paired devices. Page Unpairing a device Select the
symbol. Highlight the device that is to be unpaired. Switch on the ignition. Page The previous
version may only be restored when the vehicle is stationary. All listed software updates are
removed. After switching off the ignition, the system must be switched on again. The
transmission time of the remote control is limited by law. Operation Open "Options". Options
menu The split screen is not available and there is no Same priority Integrated Owner's Manual.
Page Connecting An External Device Headphones, vehicle Due to the large number of different
audio and video devices available on the market, it cannot loudspeakers be ensured that every
audio and video device will be displayed correctly on the screen. Page What to do if Only a
black screen is visible. There are no options available on the screen. Radio stations or TV
channels are grayed out and cannot be selected. Page Communication Communication All of
the options available to you for mobile communication with family, friends, business partners,
and service providers are described in this chapter. The concept Displaying the vehicle
identification Mobile phones or other external devices such as number and software part
number audio players can be connected to the vehicle The vehicle identification number and
software via Bluetooth. Page If the pairing was successful, the mobile phone The functions that
were assigned to the device appears at the top of the list of mobile phones. If the device is
already The functions supported by the mobile phone connected, these functions are
deactivated. Activate Bluetooth in the e. Page Incoming call Ending a call Receiving calls Via
iDrive If the number of the caller is stored in the phone book and is transmitted by the network,
the name of the contact is displayed. Otherwise, only the phone number is displayed. Page
Phone Book Establishing a conference call must be supported by the mobile phone and service
provider. Accepting a call while speaking to Establish two calls. Page Redialing A symbol
indicates the storage location of the contacts. General information The list of dialed numbers in
the mobile phone is transmitted to the vehicle depending on the mobile phone. The 20 phone
numbers dialed last are displayed. Page Mobile Phone "Received calls" play; refer also to the
mobile phone operating instructions. From the hands-free system to the mobile phone Calls
that are made on the hands-free system can in some cases be continued on the mobile phone;
this depends on the mobile phone. Possible commands are announced. Depending on how your
vehicle is equipped, it The digits from zero to nine are recognized. The may be necessary to
create your own voice digits can be spoken separately or combined in phone book. Press the
button and remove the cover. Page Removing the mobile phone Press the button and remove
the mobile phone. Page "Contacts" When a contact is edited, the changes are not stored on the
mobile phone. A copy of the entry is stored in the vehicle. Select the address. The connection is
established. Read the e-mail out loud, refer to page Displaying the task list Displaying the note
Display tasks that are due within the next Select the desired note. Go back one paragraph. If all
points in this list have been checked and the required function is still not available, please
contact the hotline or service center. Contacts can be exported and imported via the Personal
Profile, refer to page Page Roadside Assistance "Roadside Assistance" provides phone
numbers and addresses. Page Mobility Mobility To ensure that you remain mobile at all times,
this chapter supplies you with important information on the topics of fuels and lubricants,
wheels and tires, service, maintenance, and Roadside Assistance. Page Refueling Refueling
Fuel cap Do not pinch the retaining strap Do not pinch the retaining strap attached Opening to
the cap; otherwise, the cap cannot be closed properly and fuel vapors can escape. Briefly press
the rear edge of the fuel filler flap. Page Fuel Failure to comply with these recommendations
may result in unscheduled maintenance. Page Wheels And Tires Tire inflation pressure values
up to accident. Department of Transportation. A tire marked C may Do not drive with a tire tread
depth of less than have poor traction performance. Retighten as needed according to Control
message is displayed. Deactivate the chain manufacturer's instructions. Page Closing The Hood

Press the release handle and open the hood. Danger of pinching Make sure that the closing
path of the hood is clear; otherwise, injuries may result. Danger of injury when the hood is open
There is a danger of injury from protruding parts when the hood is open. Add 1 The engine oil
consumption is dependent on the quart! Page Turn the cap until there is an audible click.
Disposal Comply with the relevant environmental protection regulations when disposing of
coolant and coolant additives. Page Fuel Cap This indicates that there is excessive misfiring in
the engine. Remove the wiper blade toward one side. The tool kit is located in the rear
compartment in the cargo area, refer to page Lamp and bulb replacement Wiper blade
replacement General information Do not fold down the wipers without wiper Headlamp glass
Turn signals, incl. Follow the general instructions on lamps and bulbs, refer to page Carefully
pull out the grill toward the front. Turn the cap and remove it. Remove the screws. Page
Changing Wheels Pull off the connector toward the left. Contact your service center in the event
of a Replace the bulb. Unscrew the lug bolt. The tools for changing wheels are available as
Remove the adapter after screwing the lug bolt accessories from your service center. Maintain
the battery in an upright position for transport and storage. Secure the battery so that it does
not tip over during transport. Service availability Initiating an Emergency Request Roadside
Assistance can be reached around the automatically clock in many countries. Page Starting The
Engine The body ground or a special nut acts as the Tow-starting and towing negative terminal.
Your vehicle
york heat pump wiring diagrams
2004 chevy trailblazer instrument cluster fuse
drz400sm wiring diagram
is not permitted to be towed. Attach one terminal clamp of the positive It is located in the tool
pending on local regulations. Page Vehicle Care Car care products Clean the upholstery down
to the seams using BMW recommends using cleaning and care large sweeping motions. Keep
floor mats, carpets, and any other objects out of the area of motion of the pedals; Page
Reference Reference This chapter contains technical data, short commands for the voice
activation system, and an index that will quickly take you to the information you need. Adjusting
Vehicle Function Command Open the main menu. Page Function Command Open the route.
Page Function Command Split screen, facing the direction of travel. Page Function Command
Select a frequency range. Page Tone Function Command Open the tone settings. This manual is
also suitable for: i xdrive i xdrive. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR.
Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

